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By far the best of the four writers, not only did Apatow pen a strong finale that has since become a movie cliche, but he also had a hand in
developing the entire movie from start to finish. Another credit that is too often overlooked when people look back on Knocked Up is the

screenplay that was written by Chris Weitz and Paul Rudd. Its not often one gets two top-rated screenwriters in the same movie. When co-
writer Michael Green began work on Green Lantern, he believed that the script was well ahead of the movie. In fact the script was pretty
much done after the picture was greenlit. However, Green was encouraged to revise the script for the movie by director Jon Suvich and

spent a year doing it. As with all the best scripts, this movie can be enjoyed on multiple levels. One of the best sources for television writers,
Douglas Carter Beane, is also quite talented with the written word. He wrote an original screenplay for Anchorman and the screenplay for
the movie versions of Spider-Man and The Blind Side. He has also written episodes of The X Files, Supernatural, and Numb3rs. His current

screenplay The Dog Stars is currently in development at Warner Brothers. The 90s feature the Fast and Furious franchise and yet this 1997
Robert Ludlum movie did not get a movie adaptation until 2010. A messy adaptation of the Ludlums source novel, it looked great, and is

worth watching for the stunts. Unwisely though, the movie brought in two elements of the books: a couple that no one really wants to see.
This resulted in way too much shagging.
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